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Role 
“Library”

--- 
- name: Install redis 
  apt: 
   name: redis-server 
   state: present 
- name: Install config 
  template: 
   src: redis.conf.j2 
   dest: "{{ redis_conf_path }}" 
- name: Setup service 
  service: 
   name: redis-server 
   state: started 
   enabled: yes

--- 
- name: Install redis 
  apt: 
   name: redis-server 
   state: present 
- name: Install config 
  template: 
   src: redis.conf.j2 
   dest: "{{ redis_conf_path }}" 
- name: Setup service 
  service: 
   name: redis-server 
   state: started 
   enabled: yes

Ansible Galaxy 
“Ansible’s npm”
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3PMF 3FQPTJUPSZ/BNFTQBDF

1SPWJEFS/BNFTQBDF

3PMF7FSTJPO 1MBUGPSN5BH

$POUFOU

$POUFOU4DPSF.FTTBHF $PNNVOJUZ4VSWFZ

Schema
1: 
  canonical_id: bennojoy.mysql 
  commit_message: '' 
  commit_sha: '' 
  creation_date: '2013-12-19T01:22:24.333694+00:00' 
  dependencies: [] 
  description: ansible role for mysql 
  download_count: 6593 
  download_rank: 0.311608667544823 
  entity_id: 1 
  imported_date: null 
  is_valid: true 
  license: license (BSD) 
  min_ansible_version: '1.4' 
  modification_date: '2018-06-29T12:00:42.716685+00:00' 
  name: mysql 
  namespace_id: Namespace:4450 
  provider_namespace_id: ProviderNamespace:4450 
  …

Example

Descriptions, tags, download counts, 
GitHub & Travis CI links, dependencies, …



- name: Print variable
  action: debug
  args:
    var: "{{ redis_conf_path }}"

Andromeda Pt. 2: Structural Models
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Style 2

- name: Print variable 
  debug: "var={{ redis_conf_path }}"

- name: Print variable 
  debug: 
    var: "{{ redis_conf_path }}"

Style 1

Structural model

Structural representation of tasks, 
variables, metadata, handlers, …
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commits: 
- author_email: 7b8b7110df15f4dda179ec7979645fb19d5e07e8 
  author_name: e1cd8283aa45d260ea4c16a66e830c3089ecfc23 
  authored_datetime: '2020-12-08T23:05:28+00:00' 
  committed_datetime: '2020-12-08T23:05:28+00:00' 
  committer_email: 7b8b7110df15f4dda179ec7979645fb19d5e07e8 
  committer_name: e1cd8283aa45d260ea4c16a66e830c3089ecfc23 
  message: 'Drop support for RedHat / CentOS 6. 

    ' 
  sha1: 156bacce2a0a1fbf8266585b6baa200f690e9d84 
- author_email: 7b8b7110df15f4dda179ec7979645fb19d5e07e8 
  author_name: e1cd8283aa45d260ea4c16a66e830c3089ecfc23 
  authored_datetime: '2020-11-17T19:19:48+00:00' 
  committed_datetime: '2020-11-17T19:19:48+00:00' 
  committer_email: e1b94b620510bbd7e53f314b3b9ef059e72dae43 
  committer_name: 5442e2b64fa09764b9f593867e59a97292c84059 
  message: 'Merge pull request #51 from agrrh/master 

    Fix #39: Redis won''t start with ipv6 disabled' 
  sha1: 3bb101101e29aa3da55baa8ae5d9bf56e00e0aaf 
- author_email: 7b8b7110df15f4dda179ec7979645fb19d5e07e8 
  author_name: e1cd8283aa45d260ea4c16a66e830c3089ecfc23 
  authored_datetime: '2020-11-05T21:57:11+00:00' 
  committed_datetime: '2020-11-05T21:57:11+00:00' 
  committer_email: 7b8b7110df15f4dda179ec7979645fb19d5e07e8 
  committer_name: e1cd8283aa45d260ea4c16a66e830c3089ecfc23 
  message: 'Dump Travis CI and move to GitHub Actions. 

    ' 

tags: 
- commit_sha1: 884fc9654136305def9442a49f45da69b52cc2e6 
  message: null 
  name: 1.0.0 
  tagged_datetime: null 
  tagger_email: null 
  tagger_name: null 
- commit_sha1: 549b3d54af1f0d0c8333d7c63c08fb423a64459f 
  message: null 
  name: 1.0.1 
  tagged_datetime: null 
  tagger_email: null 
  tagger_name: null 
- commit_sha1: 4d508c3e03b2f1f30378448e01047fb53f622569 
  message: null 
  name: 1.1.0 
  tagged_datetime: null 
  tagger_email: null 
  tagger_name: null 
- commit_sha1: efe8590d3150fb24355f45552d48289158552399 
  message: null 
  name: 1.1.1 
  tagged_datetime: null 
  tagger_email: null 
  tagger_name: null 
- commit_sha1: f94027a5e604993331b2090060a5ce5707a70a4c 
  message: null 
  name: 1.1.2 
  tagged_datetime: null 
  tagger_email: null 
  tagger_name: null 

Commit messages, tags. Combine with 
GHTorrent for more metadata.
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1.2.0 -> 1.3.0 
============== 

DefaultVariableAddition(defaults/main.yml:redis_enablerepo) : 
 +++ {'redis_enablerepo': 'epel'} 

RoleVariableAddition(vars/RedHat.yml:__redis_package) : 
 +++ {'__redis_package': 'redis'} 

RoleVariableAddition(vars/Debian.yml:__redis_package) : 
 +++ {'__redis_package': 'redis-server'} 

TaskEdit(tasks/main.yml[0].block[4]) : 
 --- {'name': 'Ensure redis is running and enabled on boot.'} 
 +++ {'name': 'Ensure Redis is running and enabled on boot.'} 

TaskEdit(tasks/setup-Debian.yml[0].block[0]) : 
 --- {'args': {'name': 'redis-server', 
               'state': 'installed'}, 
 ---  'name': 'Ensure redis is installed.'} 
 +++ {'args': {'name': '{{ redis_package }}', 
               'state': 'present'}, 
 +++  'name': 'Ensure Redis is installed.'} 

TaskEdit(tasks/setup-RedHat.yml[0].block[0]) : 
 --- {'args': {'enablerepo': 'epel', 

- role_id: geerlingguy.redis 
  role_rev: 1.2.0 
  role_root: 
    broken_files: [] 
    default_var_files: 
    - content: 
        redis_appendfsync: everysec 
        redis_appendonly: 'no' 
        redis_bind_interface: 127.0.0.1 
        redis_databases: 16 
        redis_dbdir: /var/lib/redis 
        redis_dbfilename: dump.rdb 
        redis_includes: [] 
        redis_logfile: /var/log/redis/redis-server.log 
        redis_loglevel: notice 
        redis_maxmemory: 0 
        redis_maxmemory_policy: noeviction 
        redis_maxmemory_samples: 5 
        redis_port: 6379 
        redis_rdbcompression: 'yes' 
        redis_save: 
        - 900 1 
        - 300 10 
        - 60 10000 
        redis_timeout: 300 
        redis_unixsocket: '' 
      file_name: defaults/main.yml 
… 

- role_id: geerlingguy.redis 
  role_rev: 1.3.0 
  role_root: 
    broken_files: [] 
    default_var_files: 
    - content: 
        redis_appendfsync: everysec 
        redis_appendonly: 'no' 
        redis_bind_interface: 127.0.0.1 
        redis_databases: 16 
        redis_dbdir: /var/lib/redis 
        redis_dbfilename: dump.rdb 
        redis_enablerepo: epel 
        redis_includes: [] 
        redis_logfile: /var/log/redis/redis-server.log 
        redis_loglevel: notice 
        redis_maxmemory: 0 
        redis_maxmemory_policy: noeviction 
        redis_maxmemory_samples: 5 
        redis_port: 6379 
        redis_rdbcompression: 'yes' 
        redis_save: 
        - 900 1 
        - 300 10 
        - 60 10000 
        redis_timeout: 300 
        redis_unixsocket: '' 
      file_name: defaults/main.yml 
… 

v1
.2

.0
v1

.3
.0

(Prettified) Structural Changes

Structural 
Change 

Distilling

Additions, removals, edits and 
relocations of tasks, variables, blocks, …
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Abstract—Ansible, a popular Infrastructure-as-Code platform,
provides reusable collections of tasks called roles. Roles are often
contributed by third parties, and like general-purpose libraries,
they evolve. As such, new releases of roles need to be tagged
with version numbers, for which Ansible recommends adhering
to the semantic versioning format. However, roles significantly
differ from general-purpose libraries, and it is not yet known
what constitutes a breaking change or the addition of a feature
to a role. Consequently, this can cause confusion for clients of a
role and new role contributors. To alleviate this issue, we perform
an empirical study on semantic versioning in Ansible roles to
uncover the types of changes that trigger certain types of version
bumps. We collect a dataset of over 70 000 version increments
spanning upwards of 7 800 Ansible roles. Moreover, we design a
novel structural model for these roles, and implement a domain-
specific structural change extraction algorithm to calculate struc-
tural difference metrics. Afterwards, we quantitatively investigate
the state of semantic versioning in Ansible roles and identify the
most commonly changed components. Then, using the structural
difference metrics, we train a Random Forest classifier to predict
applicable version bumps for Ansible role releases. Lastly, we
confirm our empirical findings with a developer survey. Our
observations show that although most Ansible role developers
follow the semantic versioning format, it appears that they do
not always consistently follow the same rules when selecting the
version bump to apply.

Index Terms—Ansible; Infrastructure as Code; Semantic Ver-
sioning; empirical study; mining software repositories

I. INTRODUCTION

Ansible is a popular Infrastructure-as-Code (IaC) tool for
automatically deploying and configuring large-scale infras-
tructures. Ansible developers create playbooks containing a
series of tasks, which can be automatically executed on a
collection of hosts to obtain the desired infrastructure. These
tasks may include installing a database driver, configuring
a web server, etc. Such tasks can often be reused across
playbooks, e.g., installing a database driver is often a similar
process, regardless of usage context or platform.

To promote reuse and composition, Ansible offers roles,
which, in their most basic form, are a series of reusable tasks.
In addition, it hosts Galaxy, an online registry containing
upwards of 20 000 roles, contributed by third-party developers,
which users can include into their playbooks. Roles often make
extensive use of variables, so that its clients can parametrise its
behaviour. For example, a role that installs a database driver

could be parametrised to change the version of the installed
software, specific configuration values for the driver, etc.

The “as Code” suffix in IaC does not merely signify that
its files are written in textual form and interpreted by a
machine. Instead, it encompasses every process surrounding
regular source code, such as collaboration, version control,
and importantly, evolution. Consequently, like general-purpose
libraries, Ansible roles evolve over time, e.g., bugs get fixed,
variables are added, tasks get refactored, etc. Thus, roles need
to be versioned, so that new releases can be made available.

To denote role versions, Ansible recommends role devel-
opers to use the well-known Semantic Versioning (SemVer)1

format (i.e., major.minor.patch). The SemVer specification
states when each part of the version number ought to be
incremented. Major version bumps are reserved for backwards-
incompatible changes, whereas minor bumps should be applied
when new features are added to the software’s interface. Patch
bumps should be carried out if the release does not change the
interface, and contains only bug fixes, refactoring, etc.

However, these rules are designed for general-purpose li-
braries, and do not readily apply to Ansible roles. The first
SemVer specification requires that the software has a public
API, whereas the concept of APIs in Ansible roles is not
formally defined. Moreover, although Ansible recommends the
SemVer format, it makes no mention of its rules, opening up
possibilities for developer practices to diverge. Consequently,
this may lead to confusion for clients and developers alike.

In this paper, we aim to uncover developer practices regard-
ing the versioning of their Ansible roles. We are particularly
interested in the changes that trigger a certain version bump
type. A better understanding of these changes would be
beneficial to the clients of a role to identify potential costs in
updating an installed role, as well as for new role developers
to align their role versioning with established practices.

There have been multiple studies investigating IaC (e.g.,
[1]–[4]). However, these consider end users of IaC tools and
snapshots of their files. To the best of our knowledge, we are
the first to investigate a new side of IaC ecosystems, namely
reusable roles, as well as the evolution of IaC files. More
specifically, this paper makes the following contributions:

1https://semver.org/

SCAM’20

How does Ansible 
Galaxy differ from 
general-purpose 

language ecosystems?
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• Ansible Galaxy metadata of >26k roles 
• >2M commits, >100k tags 
• >125k structural models 
• >100k structural change sets

https://doi.org/10.6084/m9.figshare.13664519

